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Abstract 
Lin, C., The dimension of the Cartesian product of posets, Discrete Mathematics 88 (1991) 
79-92. 
We give a characterization of nonforced pairs in the Cartesian product of two posets, and apply 
this to determine the dimension of P X Q, where P, Q are some subposets of 2” and 2” 
respectively. One of our results is dim Si x 5’: = n + m - 2 for n, m 3 3. This generalizes 
Trotter’s result in [5], where he showed that dimSi x St = 2n - 2. We also disprove the 
following conjecture 121: If P, Q are two posets and 0,l E P, then dim P X Q 2 dim P + 
dim Q - 1. 
1. Introduction 
The dimension of a poset P, denoted by dim P, is defined to be the least t such 
that P is the intersection of t linear orders [l]. The Cartesian product of two posets 
P = (X, S) and Q = (Y, c), d enoted by P x Q, is (X x Y, C) such that (x1, yl) c 
(x2, y2) in P x Q if and only if x1 cx2 in P, and y, cy2 in Q. For IZ 2 3, the crown 
SO, is the poset with n maximal elements, say a,, a2, . . . , a,, and n minimal 
elements, say 6,) 62, . . . , 6, such that 6, < ai if and only if i fj. And U,, is the 
poset defined by adding two new elements to Sz such that one element is the 
largest element in U,,, and the other is the least element. It is well known that [S] 
dim So, = n and hence dim U, = n. We will denote by 1 the largest element in a 
poset and by 0 the least element. 
Some other known results about the dimension of the Cartesian product of two 
posets are in the following. 
Fact 1 [2]. Zf P, Q are two pose@, then 
max{dim P, dim Q} < dim P X Q c dim P + dim Q. 
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Fact 2 [2]. Zf P, Q are two posets such that 0, 1 E P, 0, 1 E Q and 0 # 1 in both P 
and Q, then dim P x Q = dim P + dim Q. 
Fact 3 [5]. For n 33, dimSixSE=2n-2. 
Conjectures which arose from the first inequality in Fact 1 are in the following. 
Conjecture 1 [5]. For positive integers m G n, there exist posets P, Q with 
dimP=m, dimQ=n, anddimPxQ=n. 
Conjecture 2 [.5]. For any positive integer n, there exists a poset P with 
dimP=dimPxP=n. 
On the other hand, due to Facts 1 to 3 and the fact that no example of 
dim P x Q <dim P + dim Q - 2 has been found, there are the following 
conjectures. 
Conjecture 3 [2]. If P, Q are two posets, then dim P x Q 2 dim P + dim Q - 2. 
Conjecture 4 [2]. If P, Q are two posets such that 0, 1 E P, then 
dimPxQ>dimP+dimQ-1. 
This paper is motivated by the above conjectures. We will prove in Theorem 7 
that dimS~xS~=dimU,,xS~=n+m-2. The dimension of S”, x So, 
generalizes Fact 3, and the dimension of U, x SO, disproves Conjecture 4. 
Independently, Reuter also obtained these results in [4]. His method is different. 
Furthermore, he disproved Conjecture 2 by showing that if P is a 3-dimensional 
poset then dim P x P 2 4. 
Now that Conjecture 4 is false, a natural question is raised as follows. 
Question. Let P, Q be posets such that 0, 1 E P, and 0 E Q. Does it imply that 
dimPxQadimP+dimQ-l? 
For the following discussions, we introduce more definitions and notations. 
Suppose x1 and x 2 are two elements incomparable in a poset, then the pair 
(x1, x2) is called a nonforced pair if z <x2 whenever z <x1, and x1 < w whenever 
x2 < w. Let R be a relation on a set X. We say (X, R) contains a cycle, if there 
exist distinct elements x1, x2, . . . , x, (n 2 2) in X such that (x1, x2), 
(x2, x3), . * . 7 (&-I1 4 (xm x1 ) E R. If (X, R) does not contain a cycle, we call it 
cycle free. The dual of a relation R, denoted by t?, is defined to be 
{(x1, x2) 1 (x2, x1) E R}. If P = (X, S) is a poset, and R is a relation on X, we use 
P to denote (X, s), and P U R to denote (X, S U R). For a poset P, we denote by 
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Np the set of all nonforced pairs in P, and by P,,, the subposet of P such that the 
underlying set of PN is {x 1 (x, y) E N,} U {y 1 (x, y) E N,}. 
Some basic facts about dimension are recalled in the following. 
Theorem 1. If P is a poset and P is not a chain, then: 
(1) dim P = dim PN. 
(2) dimP=min{tIN,=N,UN,U-0. UN, such that P U Ni is cycle free for 
i = 1, 2, . . . , t}. 
Proof. See [2]. 0 
Because of Theorem l.(l) we can reduce the problem of finding the dimension 
of P to that of P,,,. But we can not have any advantage by reducing further as 
shown in Theorem 2.(2). 
Theorem 2. If P is a poset, then: 
(1) &Nj = NP 
(2) (PN)N = PN. 
Proof. (1) It is easy to see from the definition that Np c NcpNj. Now we show that 
NcpNj c Np. Suppose that (x,, x2) E NcpNj. This implies that x1 1) x2 in Pn, hence in 
P. Then there exist y1 , y, in P such that y, <xi, x2 < y2 and (y,, y2) is a nonforced 
pair in P. Hence y,, y2 E PN and y, 11 y, in Phi. Combined with the facts that 
Yl <Xl, x2 c y2 and (x1, x2) is a nonforced pair in Pn, this implies that y, =x1 and 
x2 = y,. Therefore (x1, x2) = (yr, y2) E Np. This proves (1). 
(2) The result follows readily from (1). An alternative proof is the following. It 
is easy to see that (PN)n c PN and Np c NcFN,, and the latter implies that 
PN c (Pn)n. Then the result follows. Cl 
2. Nonforced pairs in the product of posets 
In this section we will prove the following characterization theorem for 
nonforced pairs in the product of two posets. 
Theorem 3. Let P, Q be posets such that x1, x2 are elements in P, and y,, y2 are 
elements in Q. Then ((x1, yl), (x2, y2)) is a nonforced pair in P x Q if and only if 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) (x1, x2) is a nonforced pair in P, while y, is a minimal element and yz is a 
maximal element in Q such that y, cy2. 
(2) x, is a minimal element and x2 is a maximal element in P so that x, 11 x2, 
while y, is a minimal element and y2 is a maximal element in Q. 
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(3) xl is a minimal element and x2 is a maximal element in P such that x1 <x2, 
while y, covers y2 in Q such that y, is the only element which covers y2 and y2 is the 
only element covered by y,. 
(4) (yl, y2) is a nonforced pair in Q, while x1 is a minimal element and x2 is a 
maximal element in P such that x1 s x2. 
(5) y, is a minimal element and y2 is a maximal element in Q so that y, 11 y2, 
while x1 is a minimal element and x2 is a maximal element in P. 
(6) yl is a minimal element and y2 is a maximal element in Q such that y, <y2, 
while x1 covers x2 in P such that x1 is the only element which covers x2 and x2 is the 
only element covered by x1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that each of the conditions is sufficient. 
Now we want to show conversely that if ((xi, y,), (x2, y2)) is a nonforced pair in 
P x Q then one of the six conditions holds. We have (xi, y,) I( (x2, y2), which 
implies one of the following cases holds. Case 1: x, (1 x2, Case 2: y, 11 y,, Case 3: 
x1 <x2 and Y, >y2, and Case 4: x1 )x2 and y, <y2. Now we discuss these four 
cases separately. 
Case 1: x1 II x2. 
Claim 1.1. (xl, x2) is a nonforced pair in P. 
Check. Suppose that x >x2. This implies (x, y2) > (x2, y2), hence (x, y2) > 
(xi, yi). In turn, this implies x axi. Since x #xl (otherwise xl =x )x2, which is 
a contradiction), we have x > xi. Similarly, suppose that x <xi, then we can get 
x <x2. This completes the check of Claim 1.1. 
Claim 1.2. y, is a minimal element and y2 is a maximal element in Q. 
Check. Suppose, on the contrary, that y, is not a minimal element, and there 
exists y such that y < y,. Then (x1, y) < (xi, y,), which implies (x,, y) < (x2, y2). 
Hence x1 <x2, which contradicts x1 II x2. Therefore, y, is a minimal element. 
Similarly, we can show that y2 is a maximal element. This completes the check of 
Claim 1.2. 
Two subcases are now considered. 
Subcase l(a): x, is a minimal element and x2 is a maximal element. Combined 
with Claim 1.2, this is exactly condition (2). 
Subcase l(b): x1 is not a minimal element or x2 is not a maximal element. We 
will show that y, < y,. Suppose that xi is not a minimal element and there exists x 
such that x <xi. Then (x, y,) < (xi, yi), which implies (x, y,) < (x2, y2). Hence we 
have yi < y2. Likewise, suppose that x2 is not a maximal element, then we also get 
yi G y2. Combined with Claims 1.1 and 1.2, this is exactly condition (1). 
Case 2: y, II y2. 
Just like Case 1 implies (1) or (2), Case 2 implies (4) or (5). 
Case 3: x1 <x2 and y, > y,. 
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Claim 3.1. y, is the only element which couers yz. 
Check. Suppose that z > yz. Then (x2, z) > (x2, yz), which implies (x2, z) > 
(x1, yl). Hence z 3 y,. This completes the check of Claim 3.1. 
Claim 3.2. y2 is the only element covered by yl. 
Check. The proof is similar to that of Claim 3.1. 
Claim 3.3. x1 is a minimal element. 
Check. Suppose, on the contrary, that x1 is not a minimal element and that 
x <Xl. Then (x, yl) < (x1, yI), which implies (x, y,) < (x2, y2). Hence y, cy2. 
which contradicts y, >y2. This completes the check of Claim 3.3. 
Claim 3.4. x2 is a mavimal element. 
Check. The proof is similar to that of Claim 3.3. 
We can conclude from the above claims that case 3 implies condition (3). 
Case 4: x1 > x2 and y, < yz. 
Just like Case 3 implies (3), Case 4 implies (6). 0 
3. Results related to dim S”, X SE = 2n - 2 
Let 2” be the poset (B(X), c), w h ere X is a set with n elements, B(X) is the 
power set of X, and c is the set inclusion. The poset 2” is usually called a 
Boolean lattice. We also let rank i denote the set of all i-subsets of X for 
0 G i s n. Suppose P = (B, G) is a poset and D is a subset of B, we denote by 
P(D) (or simply D) the poset which is the restriction of P to D, and by P - D the 
poset which is the restriction of P to B - D. If Q is a subposet of P, we write 
Q c P. Furthermore, we use the following notations for n > 3, 
SE = r(rank 1 U rank(n - l)), 
SL = 2” - (rank 0 U rank n), 
T, = r(rank 0 U rank 1 U rank(n - l)), 
TA=r -rankn, 
U,, = r(rank 0 U rank 1 U rank(n - 1) U rank n). 
We can see that Sz defined here is the same as that defined in the introduction. 
As before, we let a,, a2, . . . , a,, be the maximal elements in SE, and 
bl, bz, . . . , b, be the minimal elements such that ai > bj if and only if i fj. 
The following lemma is helpful in finding nonforced pairs in some subposets of 
2”. 
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Lemma 4. (1) Zf P is a poset, Q is the poset obtained from P by adding a largest 
element, and R is the poset obtained from P by adding a smallest element, then 
N,=N,=N,. 
(2) If n 22, lSsSt=Sn- 1, and Z”(ranks U rank t) c P c r(IJsGiSr rank i), 
then Np = Nzn(rank Su rank O. 
Proof. (1) is trivial. 
(2) follows from the fact that if (A, B) is a nonforced pair in P then A is in 
ranks and B is in rank t. 0 
In the following, we consider the problem of determining the dimension of 
P x Q, where P and Q are some subposets of 2” and 2” respectively. The 
argument which we will use is essentially that used by Trotter in [5], where he 
obtained the dimension of Sz x S”,. In the first place, we apply Theorem 3 to 
determine Npxn and hence (P. x Q)N. Then we use Theorem l.(2) to find 
dim(P X Qh, and thereby have dim P x Q because of Theorem l.(l). The 
results thus obtained are stated in Theorems 7, 10 and 12. 
First we will prove in Theorem 7 that dim Si x So, = dim U,, x St = n + m - 2. 
Let us begin with two lemmas. 
Lemmas. dimSzxSLSn+m-2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, Nsixso, equals 
{((bi, bj), (ai, 4) 1 1 SiCn, l=Sj,kSm} 
U {((bj, bi), (ak, ai)) 1 1 ~j, k s IZ, 1 s i =S m}, 
which we denote by N. Hence 
(SO, X Sk), = {(ai, aj) ( 1 <i<n, l<j<m}u{(bi, bj) (l<i<n, lSj<m}, 
and we denote this poset by Q. 
It suffices to show dim Q > n + m - 2. By Theorem 2.(l), we have No = N. 
Define some special subsets of N as follows. 
For l_SiCn, lSjI, j2Sm, let 
&(I’; j,, jz) = {((bi, b,), (ai, a,)) 1 1 =S r, s c m> U {((b;, bj,), (a,, ai,)) 1 1 =S r s n> 
U {((b,, bj2), (ai, a,,)) ) 1 s r s n>. 
For l~i,,i,Sn, lSjCm, let 
L,(j; il, i2) = {((b,, bj), (a,, aj)) I 1 c r, s c n> U {((bi,, bj), (a,,, a,)) 1 1 s r s m> 
U {((b,, b,), (a,,, a,)) 1 1 s r s m>. 
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For 1s i, k sn, i # k, 1 s j, I <m, j #I, let 
M,(i, j, k, l) = {((bi, bj), (u;, u,)) 1 1 c r s m> U {((bi, bj), (a,, aj)) I 1 =S r 6 n> 
U {((bi, b), (6, 4) I 1 C r Cm} U {((b,, b,), (Uij Ul)) 1 1 =S r c n} 
U {((bk, bf)~ (uk7 uj)>>, 
and let 
&(i, j, k, 1) = {((bi, bj), (ui, a,>) I16 r s m> U {((bi, bj), (a,, uj)) I 1 =S r G n} 
U {((bk, br), (ukr uj)) I 1 s r s m> U {((brp bj)9 (uk, uj)) 1 1 s r c n) 
u {((b/c, w, (4, %)I>. 
Claim. Let S be a subset of N such that Q Us is cycle free. Then one of the 
folio wing four cases holds : 
(1) S = LR(i;jl, j2) for some i, j,, j2; 
(2) S c L&j; i,, i2) for some j, i,, i,; 
(3) S c M,(i, j, k, 1) for some i, j, k, 1; 
(4) S c M&i, j, k, I) for some i, j, k, 1. 
Check. Since Q U 3 is cycle free, we can extend Q U 3 to a linear extension of Q. 
Then the claim follows from [5, Lemma 31 (though [5] deals with m = n, Lemma 
3 holds for all m, n 3 3). 
Now we are going to show that dim Q > IZ + m - 2. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that dim Q G n + m - 3. Let 
LR = {&(i;j,, j2) I i, il, j2), -Lz = t&G; 4, 4) Ii, h, id, 
MR = {Wdi, i, k 1) I i, i, k I>, and MC = {M,(i, j, k, 1) I i, j, k, I}. 
We can assume, by Theorem l.(2) and the above claim, that there exist Lk c LR, 
L; c L,, Mk c MR, and ML c MC such that 
N=(U+(U+(UMk)+M;:) 
and 
/L;j + IL-;31 + lMkl+ lM;71= n + m - 3. 
Without loss of generality, assume that ILkI + lMk[ = n -p, ILkI + IM>I = m + 
p -3 for somepa2. Let 
N’ = {((b;, bj), (ai, ak)) I 1 cisn, lcj, ksm, j#k}, 
and note that N’ c N. We can see that 
IN’-(ULK)u(UM~)IalN’I-I(ULK)nN’I-I(UMk)nN’l 
2 n(m’ - m) - ILkI (m’ - m) - lMXl(2m - 2) 
= (p + IMkl)(m’ -m) - IMkJ(2m - 2) 
=p(m* - m) + IMkl(rn* - 3m + 2) sp(m’- m). 
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On the other hand, we can see that 
= (2m - 2)(m +p - 3). 
Since m 33, p 32, it is easy to see that 2m2- 8m +6<2(m2- 3m +2)=~ 
p(m2 - 3m + 2), which implies that (2m - 2)(m +p - 3) <p(m2 - m). Hence 
which implies that N’ is not contained in (lJ Lk) U (IJ I!&) U (IJ IMA) U 
(U ML), a contradiction. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma6. dim2”xSkCn+m-2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Lemma 4, NznXsk equals 
(((0, bj), (1, aj)) 11 sjsm) 
U { ((bi, b,), (a,, uk)) 1 1 G i c n, 1 s k, I =S m, k # l}, 
which we denote by N. Hence 
(2” x SL),= ((0, bj) 1 1 C j Sm} U ((1, aj) 1 lcjsm} 
U {(bi, bj) 1 1 C i < 12, 1 <j <m} U {(a,, a,) I 1 C i < Iz, 1 <j s m}, 
and we denote this poset by Q. 
Define some special subsets of N as follows. 
For lGj<m, let 
Ai = (((0, bj), (I, ai))> U {((b,-1, bj), (a,-,, a,)) ) 1 s r sm, r +i) 
U {((L b,), (a,, uj)) I 1 srsmrn, r#il. 
For lCi<m, let 
Bi = {((bi, b,), (ai, a,)) I 1 s r, s s m, r Zs}. 
Claim 1. Each Q U aj is cycle free. 
Check. Suppose, on the contrary, that some Q U hj contains a cycle. Let 
1 Xl, x2, . . . , xp} be a cycle in Q U aj such that either xi is covered by xi+1 in Q or 
(xi, xi+,) belongs to aj for i = 1, 2, . . . , p, where xP+i =x1. Without loss of 
generality, assume that x1 = (b,_*, bj) or (a,, Uj). In the first case x1 = (b,_l, b,), 
which implies x2 = (a,, a,) for some u #n - 1, Y #j. In turn, this implies 
xg = (1, a,). Then there is no candidate for x4. This is impossible. In the second 
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case x1 = (a,, aj), which implies x,, = (b,, b,) for some u Zn, u #j. In turn, this 
implies xP-, = (0, b,). Then there is no candidate for x,,_~. Again this is 
impossible. Thus Claim 1 is confirmed. 
Claim 2. Each Q U & is cycle free. 
Check. Suppose, on the contrary, 
{ x1, x2, . . . , x,} beacycleinQU& ^ 
that some Q U & contains a cycle. Let 
such that either Xj is covered by Xj+l in Q or 
(xi, xi+,) belongs to B, for j = 1, 2, . . . , p, where x~+~ =x1. We can assume that 
x1 = (bi, b,) for some r. This implies that x2 = (a,, a,) for some u #i, ‘u # 7, and 
hence x3 = (1, a,,). Then there is no candidate for x4. This is impossible. Thus 
Claim 2 is confirmed. 
Combining Claims 1 and 2 with the fact that 
we conclude from Theorem 1 that dim 2” x Sk = dim Q G n + m - 2. q 
The following theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 5 and 6. 
Theorem 7. Zf Sz X Si c P c 2” X Sk, then dim P = n + m - 2. In particular, 
dimS~xSlj,=dimU,,XS~=dimT,XS~=n+m-2. 
Next, we will prove dim T, x T, = dim U,, x T, = n + m - 1 in Theorem 10. 
Again we begin with two lemmas. 
Lemma 8. dim T, X T,, 2 n + m - 1. 
Proof. Let 
NR = {((bi, 0), (ai, a,)) 1 1 G i G n, 1 Gj < m}, 
NC = (((0, bj), (ai, Uj)) ) 1 s i c n, 1 sj G m}, and N = NR U NC. 
By Theorem 3, N,,, equals N. Hence 
(Z x Tm)v = {(bi, 0) 1 1 ~i~n}U{(O,bj)(l~j~m} 
U{(ai~Uj))l~i~n,ls~~m}, 
and we denote this poset by Q. It suffices to show dim Q 2 n + m - 1. By 
Theorem 2.(l), No is equal to N. Define some special subsets of N as follows. For 
lSi<n, lCj=Sm, let 
MR(ij i) = {((bi, 01, (4, 4)) 1 1 c r s m> U (((0, bj), (ai, aj))>, 
MAi, i) = (((0, bj), (a,, aj)) 1 1 6 r s n> U {((bi, O), (ai, aj))}. 
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Claim. If S is a subset of No and Q U 3 is cycle free, then S is contained either in 
M,(i, j) or in Mc(i, j) for some i, j. 
Check. We can see the following facts: 
(1) for 1s iI < i2 s n, 1 ss, r s m, Q U {((a,,, 4, (bi,, 011, ((a,,, a,), (bi,, 0))) 
contains a cycle, and dually 
(2) for 1<j1<j2dm, lds,r~n, QU{(( asr a,,), (0, bj,)), ((a,, aj,)t (0, bjJ)> 
contains a cycle, and 
(3) for l=Zi, ssn, lcj, r c m, i #s, i #r, Q U {((ai, a,), (bi, O)), ((a,, aj), 
(0, b,))} contains a cycle. 
Since Q U $ is cycle free, it follows from (1) and (2) that for some 1 s i C n, 
1 <j < m, S is contained in 
{((bi, O), (ai, 0,)) I 1 G r c m} U (((0, bj), (a,?, aj)) 1 1 s s s n}. 
Then, by (3), the claim is confirmed. 
Now we show that dim Q am + n - 1. Suppose that dim Q = t. Let MR = 
{-%(i, j) ( i, i), & = {MAi, i) I i, iI. W e can assume, by Theorem l.(2) and the 
above claim, that there exist ML c MR and M;~c Mc such that No = (U Mk) U 
(IJ M,k) with lMk[ + lM;1l = t. It is easy to see that 
IMkI m + [M&I 3 INRJ = nm and IM&I n + lMk/ 3 [NC] = nm. 
Then we can deduce that 
IMkI + IKGI * 
mn(m+n-2) 
mn-1 ’ 
Since m, n 2 3 and t is an integer, it follows that t 2 m + n - 1. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Lemma9. dim2”xT~<n+m-l. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Lemma 4, NznX rA equals 
{((bi, O), (ai, aj)) 1 1 c i sn, 1 <j cm} U (((0, b,), (1, a,)) I 1 C j =Z m}, 
and we denote it by N. Hence 
(2” X TL)N = {(bi, 0) I 1 ~i<n}U{(O,b,)Il~j ~m}U{(l,aj)Jl~j~m} 
U{(ai,aj)\l~i~n,l~j~m}, 
and we denote this poset by Q. 
Define some special subsets of N. 
For l<isn, let Ai = {((bi, 0), (ai, a,)) 1 1 s r s m}. 
For lGj<rn, let Bj = (((0, bj), (1, ai)), ((b,, O), (a,, ai))>. 
Claim 1. Each Q U ai i.~ cycle free. 
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Check. Suppose, on the contrary, that Q UF& contains a cycle. Let 
x } be a cycle in Q U ai such that either xi is covered by xi+, in Q or 
~~,~Jx:::, ‘is’;,” aj for j = 1, 2, . . . , p, where x,+, =x1. We can assume that 
x, = (bi, 0). Then x2 = (a,, a,) for some u, u with u # i, and x3 = (1, a,). We can 
see that there is no candidate for x4. This is impossible. Thus Claim 1 is 
confirmed. 
Claim 2. Each Q U Bj is cycle free. 
Check. Suppose, on the contrary, that Q U bi contains a cycle. Let 
x } be a cycle in Q U Bj such that either xi is covered by x;+~ in Q or 
~~i~‘x~~~) .is’ i,” fij for i = 1, 2, . . . ,p with x,,, =x1. We can assume that 
x1 = (0, 6j) or (a,, a,). If x1 = (0, b,), then x2 = (au, a,) with u fj, which implies 
xj = (1, a,). Then there is no candidate for x4. This is impossible. If x, = (a,, aj), 
then either xP = (6;, 0) for some i # n or x,, = (0, bj) for some i fj. In either case, 
there is no candidate for xP-, . Again this is impossible. Thus Claim 2 is 
confirmed. 
Combining Claims 1 and 2 with the fact that 
weconcludethatdim2”xT~=dimQ~n+m-1. 0 
The following theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 8 and 9. 
Theorem 10. If T, X T, c P c 2” X Tk, then dim P = n + m - 1. In particular, 
dim T, x T, = dim U,, X T, = n + m - 1. 
Now we will prove dim fn x T, = n + m - 1 in Theorem 12. The following 
lemma is needed. 
Lemma 11. dim Tn X T, 2 n + m - 1. 
Proof. Let 
NR = {((b;, 0), (a,, a,)) 1 1 G i c n, 1 G j G m} 
NC={((6,, bj), (1, Uj)) (l<iSn, lsjsm}, and N=NRUNC. 
By Theorem 3, Nf” x Tm = N. Hence 
(f,, x T,), = {(bj, 0) 1 1 G i c n} U {(bi, 6j) 1 16 i c n, 1 G j G m} 
U {(a,, aj) 1 1 G i S n, 1 <j s m} U ((1, aj) 1 1 s j sm}, 
and we denote this poset by Q. 
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It suffices to show dim Q 2 n + m - 1. By Theorem 2.(2), we have No = N. 
Define some special subsets of N as follows. 
For 16i6n, lGj<rn, let 
MR(~, j) = {((bj, O), (aiY 4)) 1 1 c r c m) U {((bi, 6,)) (1, aj))}, 
&(k i) = {((b,, bj)t (13 Qj)) 1 1 c r c n> U {((bi, 0)~ (ai, “j>)>+ 
Claim. Zf S is a subset of N,, and Q U 3 is cycle free, then S is contained either in 
MR(i, j) or in M,(i, j) for some i, j. 
Check. It is easy to see the following facts: 
(1) for 1 G iI < i2 sn, 1 s r, s cm, Q U {((ai,, a,), (h,, O)), ((ai,, 4, (bi2, 0))) 
contains a cycle. 
(2) for lCr,sCn, 1CjI<j2Cm, Q U (((1, a,,), (br, bj,))t ((1, aJ, (bs, bJ)> 
contains a cycle, and 
(3) for lGi, ssn, lcj, r sm, i +s, j#r, Q U (((1, aj), (b,, bj)>, ((a;, a,), 
(bj, 0))) contains a cycle. 
Since Q U 3 is cycle free, it is true, by (1) and (2), that for some 1 G i sn, 
lsjsm, we have 
S c {((bit O), (ai, a,)) 1 1 s r s m} U {((b,, bj), (1, Uj)) 1 1 ss s n}. 
Then, by (3), the claim is confirmed. 
Now we are going to prove dim Q > n + m - 1. Suppose that dim Q = t. Let 
MR = {MR(i, j) ) i, j}, MC = {M,-(i, j) 1 i, j}. We can assume that there exist 
Mk c MR and ML c MC such that No = (lJ MK) U (IJ ML) with lMKl+ lM,&[ = t. 
It is easy to see that lMk[ m + lM;713 INR( = nm, and lM;71 n + lMkl> lNCl = nm. 
Then we can deduce that 
IMKI + lW4 2 
mn(m+n-2) 
mn-1 ’ 
Since m, n 3 3 and t is an integer, it follows that t 2 m + n - 1. This completes 
the proof. Cl 
Combining Lemmas 9 and 11 gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 12. If pn x T, c P c 2” X Tk, then dim P = n + m - 1. In particular, 
dim ?n x T, = n + m - 1. 
From the above theorems we also get the dimensions of some special subposets 
of 2” X 2” as follows. 
Theorem 13. Let P be a subposet of 2” X 2”. 
(1) If 
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thendimP=n+m-2. 
(2) If 
P = ((0, bj) ) 1 G j G m} U {(bi, bj) ) 1 C i 6 n, 1 C j S m} 
U{(aj,uj)~l~i~n,l~j~m}U{(l,uj)~l~j~nz}, 
then dim P = n + rn - 2. 
(3) If 
P~{(O,bj)~1~j~~}U{(b~,O))1~i~~} 
U{(Ui,Uj)I lSisn, lSjSm}, 









Proof. (1) We can see that P = (Sz x SL), from the proof of Lemma 5, and that 
dim So, x So, = n x m - 2 from Theorem 7. Then the conclusion follows. 
Similarly, (2) to (5) are true due to the following facts. 
(2) We have P = (2” x SL), from the proof of Lemma 6 and dim 2” X Sk = 
n + m - 2 from Theorem 7. 
(3) We have P = (T, x Tm)N from the proof of Lemma 8 and dim T, x T, = 
n + m - 1 from Theorem 10. 
(4) We have P = (2” x TL)N from the proof of Lemma 9 and dim 2” x T,!,, = 
n + m - 1 from Theorem 10. 
(5) We have P = (fn X Tm)N from the proof of Lemma 11 and dim ?n x T, = 
n + m - 1 from Theorem 12. q 
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